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Overview

In this program, students will learn the core concepts required to design and develop robots that fly. Working with the 

quadrotor test platform and our custom flight simulator, learners will implement planning, control, and estimation solutions in 

Python and C++.

Program information

4 months at 10-15hrs/week*

Estimated Time

Advanced

Skill Level

*The length of this program is an estimation of total hours the average student may take to complete all required 

coursework, including lecture and project time. If you spend about 5-10 hours per week working through the program, you 

should finish within the time provided. Actual hours may vary.
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A well-prepared learner should have knowledge of:

• Substantial experience programming in any language

• Intermediate-level programming experience in Python or willingness to learn

• Intermediate-level programming experience in C++ or willingness to learn (including knowledge of memory allocation, 

classes, and references)

• Basic linear algebra

• Calculus (derivatives and integrals)

• Probability and statistics (mean, variance, and probability distributions)

• Basic physics (basic mechanics including knowledge of kinematics, dynamics, and torque)

Learners need access to one of the following:

• 4GB RAM

• Quad-Core i5 processor or equivalent

Prerequisites

Required Hardware/Software

• 50GB free HDD space

• WiFi capability (802.11x)
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Course 1

Introduction
In this course, learners will get an introduction to flight history, challenges, and vehicles. Students will learn about our 

quadrotor test platform, work in our custom simulator, and build their first project—getting a quadrotor to take off and fly 

around a backyard.

Backyard Flyer

Write event-driven code in Python to get a drone to take off, fly a predetermined path, and land in a 

simulated backyard environment.

Course Project

Lesson 1

Welcome

Lesson 2

Autonomous Flight

Lesson 3

Project: Backyard Flyer

Lesson 4

Drone Integration
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3D Motion Planning
Flying robots must traverse complex, dynamic environments. Wind, obstacles, unreliable sensor data, and other randomness 

all present significant challenges. Learn the fundamentals of aerial path planning. Begin with 2D problems, optimize the 

solutions using waypoints, and then scale the solutions to three dimensions. Apply these skills in the second project—

autonomously navigating a drone through a dense urban environment.

3D Motion Planning

Move beyond the backyard test grounds and fly a drone around a complex urban environment. Load a map 

of a real city, plan a collision-free path between buildings, and watch the drone fly above city streets.

Course Project

Course 2

Lesson 1

Planning as Search

Lesson 2

Flying Car Representation

Lesson 3

From Grids to Graphs
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Lesson 4

Moving into 3D

Lesson 5

Real World Planning

Lesson 6

Project: 3D Motion Planning

Controls
In the previous course, we implemented 3D path planning but assumed a solution for actually following paths. In reality, 

moving a flying vehicle requires determining appropriate low-level motor controls. Build a nonlinear cascaded controller and 

incorporate it into the software in the project.

Course 3

Building a Controller

Implement a cascaded controller in C++. Attempt different motions (slow, fast, slalom, etc.) and analyze 

performance under different conditions.

Course Project
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Lesson 1

Vehicle Dynamics

Lesson 2

Introduction to Vehicle Control

Lesson 3

Control Architecture

Lesson 4

Full 3D Control

Estimation
In this course, we will finish peeling back the layers of your autonomous flight solution. Instead of assuming perfect sensor 

readings, utilize sensor fusion and filtering. Design an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) to estimate attitude and position from IMU 

and GPS data of a flying robot.

Course 4

Estimation

Implement an EKF to estimate altitude and position from IMU and GPS data of a flying robot. After doing so, 

the full stack for arial robot will have been implemented.

Course Project
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Lesson 1

Introduction to Estimation

Lesson 2

Introduction to Sensors

Lesson 3

Extended Kalman Filters

Lesson 4

The 3D EKF & UKF

Lesson 5

Project: Estimation

Lesson 6

GPS Denied Navigation
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Fixed Wing Aircraft (Optional)
While quadrotors are the ideal test platform for aerial robotics, flying cars and other long-range aircrafts leverage the 

aerodynamic efficiencies of fixed-wing flight. Learn how to adapt the concepts learned so far and successfully fly a fixed-wing 

aircraft in simulation.

Course 5

Fixed-Wing Control

Code a fixed-wing aircraft, and then implement solutions to a significantly more challenging control 

problem.

Course Project

Lesson 1

Introduction to Fixed-Wing Flight

Lesson 2

Lift & Drag

Lesson 3

Longitudinal Model
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Lesson 4

Lateral-Directional Model

Lesson 5

Fixed-Wing Autopilot

Lesson 6

Project: Fixed-Wing Control
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Nicholas Roy

Founder of Project Wing at X

Nicholas Roy is a professor in the department of aeronautics & astronautics and a member of the 

Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory at MIT. He also founded Project Wing at X.

Sebastian Thrun

Founder & Executive Chairman at Udacity

As the founder and president of Udacity, Sebastian’s mission is to democratize education. He is 

also the founder of Google X, where he led projects including the self-driving car, Google Glass, 

and more.

Meet your instructors.

Angela Schoelligr

Assistant Professor & Associate Director

Angela is an assistant professor at the University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies (UTIAS), 

and an associate director of the Center for Aerial Robotics Research and Education (CARRE) at the 

University of Toronto.

Raffaello D’Andrea

Founder of Verity Studios

Raffaello is a professor of dynamic systems and control at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology 

(ETH) in Zurich. He is also the founder of Verity Studios, and a co-founder of Kiva Systems (now 

Amazon Robotics).
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Sergei Lupashin

Founder of Fotokite

Sergei has a PhD in MechE from ETH Zurich and a BS in ECE from Cornell. He brings experience 

from projects such as industrial drones, self-driving cars, and controls testbeds. He is a TED Fellow 

and founder of Fotokite.

Andy Brown

Curriculum Lead

Andy has a bachelor’s degree in physics from MIT and taught himself to program after college 

(mostly with Udacity courses). He has been helping Udacity make incredible educational 

experiences since the early days of the company.

Jake Lussier

Product Lead

Jake is a PhD candidate in AI at Stanford University focused on robotics, perception, and 

human-centered design. Prior to serving as product lead at Udacity, he founded an early-stage food 

technology startup and consulted on flying cars.
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Udacity’s learning 
experience

Knowledge

Find answers to your questions with Knowledge, 

our proprietary wiki. Search questions asked by 

other students, connect with technical mentors, 

and discover how to solve the challenges that 

you encounter. 

Workspaces

See your code in action. Check the output and 

quality of your code by running it on interactive 

workspaces that are integrated into the platform. 

Quizzes

Auto-graded quizzes strengthen comprehension. 

Learners can return to lessons at any time during 

the course to refresh concepts. 

Custom Study Plans

Create a personalized study plan that fits your 

individual needs. Utilize this plan to keep track of 

movement toward your overall goal. 

Progress Tracker

Take advantage of milestone reminders to stay 

on schedule and complete your program. 

Hands-on Projects

Open-ended, experiential projects are designed 

to reflect actual workplace challenges. They aren’t 

just multiple choice questions or step-by-step 

guides, but instead require critical thinking. 
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Our proven approach for building 
job-ready digital skills. 

Personal Career Services

Empower job-readiness.
• Access to a Github portfolio review that can give you an edge by highlighting your 

strengths, and demonstrating your value to employers.* 

• Get help optimizing your LinkedIn and establishing your personal brand so your profile 
ranks higher in searches by recruiters and hiring managers.

Experienced Project Reviewers

Verify skills mastery.  
• Personalized project feedback and critique includes line-by-line code review from 

skilled practitioners with an average turnaround time of 1.1 hours. 

• Project review cycle creates a feedback loop with multiple opportunities for 
improvement—until the concept is mastered. 

• Project reviewers leverage industry best practices and provide pro tips.

Technical Mentor Support

24/7 support unblocks learning. 
• Learning accelerates as skilled mentors identify areas of achievement and potential 

for growth.

• Unlimited access to mentors means help arrives when it’s needed most.

• 2 hr or less average question response time assures that skills development stays on track.

Mentor Network

Highly vetted for effectiveness. 
• Mentors must complete a 5-step hiring process to join Udacity’s selective network.

• After passing an objective and situational assessment, mentors must demonstrate 
communication and behavioral fit for a mentorship role. 

• Mentors work across more than 30 different industries and often complete a Nanodegree 
program themselves. 

*Applies to select Nanodegree programs only.



Learn more at 

www.udacity.com/online-learning-for-individuals →
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